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Disclaimer 

ANSYS and ANSYS Fluent are registered trademarks or trademarks of ANSYS, Inc. or 
its subsidiaries located in the United States or other countries. All registered 
trademarks are property of their respective owners. This tutorial is not approved or 
endorsed by ANSYS Inc., the owner/producer of the Fluent software and owner of the 
ANSYS® trade mark. 
 
 



Summary 

The primary objective of this tutorial is to guide the user using ANSYS Fluent through 
the flow simulation of race car using immersed body solver. 

The objective of this simulation is to determine the velocity streamlines and pressure 
fields produced when air flows over a race car. 

Prerequisites 

You will need to download following mesh file (.msh) freely available on FetchCFD at: 
https://fetchcfd.com/view-project/1257 

- Racing-Car-CFD-Mesh-Fluent-FetchCFD-Tutorial-File.rar  
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Problem Description 

The sketch of the problem is shown below. The task is to model the flow around a race car 
in a wind tunnel. Inlet boundary condition is set at location „Inlet“ with a velocity of 25 m/s 
where as at „Outlet“ pressure boundary condition is applied. Rest are defined as wall 
boundary condition. 
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Overview 

Pre-processing 

Importing mesh (.msh) 
files created in the 
ICEM/ANSYS Meshing 
into the Fluent. Defining 
the problem and setting-
up boundary conditions.  

Simulation Run 

Running the simulatoins. 

Post-Processing 

Analysing results in Fluent 
and also importing the 
results (.cdat) in CFD-post 
and post-processing 
results. 



Some Notes 



Mesh 

For this tutorial following mesh is used: 

Racing-Car-CFD-Mesh-Fluent-FetchCFD-Tutorial-

File.rar 

 

However a relatively fine mesh can also be used 

instead also available on same link:  

Racing-Car-CFD-Fine-Mesh-Fluent-FetchCFD-

File.part1.rar 

Racing-Car-CFD-Fine-Mesh-Fluent-FetchCFD-

File.part2.rar 

 

Note: For this tutorial these mesh files 

are fine but for a simulation 

analysis/study it is recommended to 

perform mesh sensitivity study. 

 



Time step size and total simulation time 

In this tutorial a time step size of 0.005 s is used and total simulation time is 

around 2.7 s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: For this tutorial the time step size 

and total time were sufficient but for a 

simulation analysis/study it is 

recommended to perform time step 

sensitivity study. You will also need to 

run simulation for enough flow through 

times for the effect of the perturbation to 

disappear (2-3 flow through or even 

more).   

 



That’s All, 

Thanks 

Reference/Source: 

- FetchCFD: https://fetchcfd.com/  

- Original race car CAD model by Matteo 
Pellizzoni:  
https://grabcad.com/matteo.pellizzoni-1 

- ANSYS Inc. 2019: http://www.ansys.com/ 

- Document Layout: 
https://docs.google.com/presentation 
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